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Bikes in India are ruling the Indian automobile sector for over 50 years and are the favorite choice
among young men for its style, look and speed. In addition, there are advantages as it gives space
even to move in congested roads. Moreover, the narrow roads can be crossed with ease. This is the
reason that roads in India are filled with bikes and are a passion for some, while others need it for
practical purposes.

Sport Bikes

The Bikes in India 2012 are:

â€¢	Bajaj-KTM has launched 200 Duke on 24th January 2012. This is priced at ex-showroom New
Delhi at Rs.1, 17,500, while Rs.30, 000 is the booking amount. This bike offers a sporty feel and
look, generates 25bhp power and the torque is around 19.2Nm that is higher to any normal 200CC
computer bikes delivering 15-18bhp power.  It is expected soon 250cc or 300cc version will be
launched. The bike will be available with the Bajaj showrooms that are now recently converted into
KTM showroom.

â€¢	Hero Impulse 150 has launched and the dispatches have begun to be available in metro
showrooms and Tier-I cities.  Official ex-showroom New Delhi price is Rs.66800 and on-road
Mumbai price is Rs.78, 000. Hero Impulse 150 generates 13 bhp with torque around 13.4nm.
Impulse is in 5 shades namely, Deep Blue Sea, Tar Black, Grassland Grenn, Terra Rossa and
Canyon Orange. It features service due indicator, digital and clock vertical bare fuel gauge display.
Impulse presents a gap between front tyre and mudguard facilitating driving fast even on bad roads
and its under-seat exhaust pipe placement is cool.

â€¢	New Yamaha R15 ex-showroom New Delhi price is Rs.1.07 lakhs. R15 version 2.0 offers 16.8 bhp
power and torque of 15nm, in fact all the technical specifications are identical to the R15 1.0
version. It looks sporty with alloy wheels, LED tail light; weight is 136 kgs and its design features
mud and saree guard. This bike comes in Sunset Red, Midnight Black, Red&white, Fiery Red and
Racing Blue colors.

â€¢	Honda CBR250R has been launched. This is the first 250cc bike featuring anti-lock braking system
and offers 25bhp power and 23 Nm torque. This bike is available in Sporty Red-white-blue (tricolor),
Candy Rudy Red, Asteroid Black Metallic and Sword Silver. This bike is sporty and eco-friendly.

â€¢	Pulsar 200NS is a flagship model at Rs.90, 000. It has 200cc engine offering 23.17 bhp power and
torque 18.3nm. This bike is all for technology and styling with alloy wheels, side scoops, fuel tank
and is stronger and faster. New design for tacho and speedometer, split seat, turn indicators and
head lamp. This bike is in Red and Yellow colors. It is expected to launch in April 2012.
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out the latest a New bikes in india and a New Yamaha R15.
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